Artificial lights raise night sky luminance, creating the most visible effect of light pollution-artificial skyglow. Despite the increasing interest among scientists in fields such as ecology, astronomy, health care, and land-use planning, light pollution lacks a current quantification of its magnitude on a global scale. To overcome this, we present the world atlas of artificial sky luminance, computed with our light pollution propagation software using new high-resolution satellite data and new precision sky brightness measurements. This atlas shows that more than 80% of the world and more than 99% of the U.S. and European populations live under light-polluted skies. The Milky Way is hidden from more than one-third of humanity, including 60% of Europeans and nearly 80% of North Americans. Moreover, 23% of the world's land surfaces between 75°N and 60°S, 88% of Europe, and almost half of the United States experience lightpolluted nights.
INTRODUCTION
Light pollution is the alteration of night natural lighting levels caused by anthropogenic sources of light (1) . Natural lighting levels are governed by natural celestial sources, mainly the Moon, natural atmospheric emission (airglow), the stars and the Milky Way, and zodiacal light. . Artificial light scattered in the atmosphere raises night sky luminance, creating the most visible negative effect of light pollution-artificial skyglow. In addition to hindering groundbased optical astronomical observations, the artificial brightening of the night sky represents a profound alteration of a fundamental human experience-the opportunity for each person to view and ponder the night sky. Even small increases in sky brightness degrade this experience. Light pollution is no longer only a matter for professional astronomers (3, 4) . Although researchers from disparate fields are now interested in light pollution, its magnitude is poorly known on a global scale because measurements are sporadically distributed across the globe. To overcome this, we present the world atlas of artificial sky luminance, which was obtained with our dedicated light pollution propagation software using the new calibrated, high-dynamic range, high-resolution data from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Day/Night Band (DNB), new precision charge-coupled device (CCD) brightness measurements, and a new database of Sky Quality Meter (SQM) measurements.
Light pollution is one of the most pervasive forms of environmental alteration (5) . It affects even otherwise pristine sites because it is easily observed during the night hundreds of kilometres from its source in landscapes that seem untouched by humans during the day (6) , damaging the nighttime landscapes even in protected areas, such as national parks (for example, the light domes of Las Vegas and Los Angeles as seen from Death Valley National Park). Notwithstanding its global presence, light pollution has received relatively little attention from environmental scientists in the past. This is changing, as attested by the rapidly increasing rate of published works on the subject.
The atlas we present here is intended to help researchers in all fields who may be interested in the levels of light pollution for their studies (for example, in astronomy, ecology, environmental protection, and economics).
RESULTS

Upward function and maps
Using the maximum likelihood fit described in Materials and Methods, we found an average upward emission function that best fits the whole data set (red curve in Fig. 1 ). This upward function is not meant to be considered a "real" or "best" upward function but is simply the function that produces the best statistical fit to the entire observational data set. Factors other than the actual light intensity distribution may influence its shape (for example, atmospheric transparency that is higher or lower than that assumed by the model). The fit suggests that, in addition to the Lambertian distribution resulting from surface reflections, low-angle upward emissions are an important component of light emission from cities. This component presumably originates from poorly shielded luminaires. The fact that the main component of the upward flux was found to be the Lambertian one does not mean that the reflected light is the origin of the main component of the artificial sky brightness. In fact, as previously demonstrated (7, 8) , the sky brightness outside cities is dominated by the component of the light escaping at low angles above the horizon plane, exactly where the fit upward function differs most from the pure Lambertian distribution.
Maps were produced to show the zenith artificial sky brightness in twofold increasing steps as a ratio to the natural sky brightness (Figs.
2 to 8). The maps were calibrated to match the time of satellite overpass, at around 1 a.m. Because of the decrease in artificial illumination during the night, brighter skies should typically be expected for observations made earlier in the night. We chose 22.0 mag/arcsec 2 , corresponding to 174 mcd/m 2 , as a typical brightness of the night sky background during solar minimum activity, excluding stars brighter than magnitude 7, away from Milky Way and from Gegenschein and zodiacal light. Natural airglow variations, even during the same night, can cause more than half a magnitude variation in the background sky brightness at unpolluted sites. Measurements of the sky brightness made with wide-field instruments that integrate the light arriving from a substantial portion of the sky (for example, SQM and SQM-L) include the light from naked eye stars, increasing the detected sky brightness. If this were not taken into account, it could bias a comparison with atlas predictions. Table 1 shows the color levels used for the maps.
For the purpose of this atlas, we set the level of artificial brightness under which a sky can be considered "pristine" at 1% of the natural background. Although 1% (1.7 mcd/m 2 ) is a nearly unmeasurable incremental effect at the zenith (usually the darkest part of the sky hemisphere), it is generally much larger near the horizon in the direction of the source(s). For areas protected for scenic or wilderness character, this horizon glow has a significant impact on the values of solitude and the absence of visual intrusion of human development.
The dark gray level (1 to 2%) sets the point where attention should be given to protect a site from a future increase in light pollution. Blue (8 to 16%) indicates the approximate level where the sky can be considered polluted on an astronomical point of view, as indicated by recommendation 1 of IAU Commission 50 (9) . The winter Milky Way (fainter than its summer counterpart) cannot be observed from sites coded in yellow, whereas the orange level sets the point of artificial brightness that masks the summer Milky Way as well. This level corresponds to an approximate total sky brightness of between 20.6 and 20.0 mag/arcsec 2 (0.6 to 1.1 mcd/m 2 ). With this sky brightness, the summer Milky Way in Cygnus may be only faintly detectable as a small increase in the sky background luminosity. The Sagittarius Star Cloud is the only section of the Milky Way that is still visible at this level of pollution when it is overhead, as observed from southern latitudes. Red indicates the approximate threshold where Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (10) puts the transition between scotopic vision and mesopic vision (1 mcd/m 2 ). Also inside the range of the red level, the sky has the same luminosity as a pristine uncontaminated sky at the end of nautical twilight Fig. 1 . Upward emission functions used to compute the maps. The polar graph shows the three different light intensity distributions used to compute the three map versions: the Lambertian distribution with a peak toward the zenith (map A; blue), the function with peak intensity at low angles above the horizon plane (map B; green), and the function with peak at intermediate angles, 30°above the horizon plane (map C; yellow). The thick red line shows the overall best-fitting function. Fig. 2 . World map of artificial sky brightness. The map shows, in twofold increasing steps, the artificial sky brightness as a ratio to the natural sky brightness (assumed to be 174 mcd/m 2 ). Table 1 indicates the meaning of each color level.
(1.4 mcd/m 2 ) (11). This means that, in places with this level of pollution, people never experience conditions resembling a true night because it is masked by an artificial twilight.
A geographic proximity analysis reveals locations on Earth where residents would have to travel very long distances to reach a land-based observing site of sufficient sky quality where certain features of the night sky are revealed. The location on Earth that is most distant from having the possibility to get a hint of a view of the Milky Way (artificial sky brightness at zenith <688 mcd/m 2 ) is an area near Cairo, Egypt, in the Nile Delta region. The other widest regions where the Milky Way is no longer visible include the Belgium/Netherlands/Germany (Dortmund to Bonn cities) transnational region, the Padana plain in northern Italy, and the Boston to Washington series of cities in the northeastern United States. Other large areas where the Milky Way is lost are the London to Liverpool/Leeds region in England, and regions surrounding Beijing and Hong Kong in China and Taiwan. People living near Paris would have to travel 900 km to Corsica, Central Scotland, or Cuenca province, Spain, to find large territories where the zenith is essentially unaffected by light pollution (artificial sky brightness <8% of the natural background); even in these places, significant skyglow would be present near the horizon. The pristine sky (artificial sky brightness <1% of the natural background) nearest to Neuchâtel, Switzerland, is more than 1360 km away, in northwestern Scotland, Algeria, or Ukraine (see Fig. 9 ). There are islands that are farther yet to land-based pristine skies. More than Fig. 3 . Map of North America's artificial sky brightness, in twofold increasing steps, as a ratio to the natural sky brightness. Table 1 indicates the meaning of each color level.
1400 km of travel is needed from Bermuda to the nearest pristine sky in Nova Scotia. The land on Earth that is farthest from a pristine sky is in Azores, more than 1750 km away from the pristine sky of the western Sahara.
Findings: Statistics of nighttime brightness
This atlas shows, for the first time in 15 years, the impact of the pollution generated by artificial night lights on world population. Figure 10 presents the data of the world atlas with the levels used to compute the statistics to show the visual impacts of the different levels of light pollution.
We found that about 83% of the world's population and more than 99% of the U.S. and European populations live under light-polluted skies (that is, where artificial sky brightness at the zenith is >14 mcd/m 2 ). Due to light pollution, the Milky Way is not visible to more than one-third of humanity, including 60% of Europeans and nearly 80% of North Americans. Moreover, 23% of the world's land surfaces between 75°N and 60°S, 88% of Europe, and almost half of the United States experience light-polluted nights.
The countries with the populations least affected by light pollution are Chad, Central African Republic, and Madagascar, with more than three-quarters of their inhabitants living under pristine sky conditions. The countries and territories with the largest nonpolluted areas are Greenland (only 0.12% of its area does not have pristine skies), Central African Republic (0.29%), Niue (0.45%), Somalia (1.2%), and Mauritania (1.4%). On the other side, the most light-polluted country is Singapore, where the entire population lives under skies so bright that the eye cannot fully dark-adapt to night vision. Other populations experiencing this level of light pollution are Kuwait (98%), Qatar (97%), United Arab Emirates (93%), Saudi Arabia (83%), South Korea (66%), Israel (61%), Argentina (58%), Libya (53%), and Trinidad and Tobago (50%); all of these countries have more than half of their inhabitants living under extremely bright skies.
The possibility of seeing the Milky Way from home is precluded to all of Singapore, San Marino, Kuwait, Qatar, and Malta inhabitants, and for 99%, 98%, and 97% of the population of United Arab Emirates, Israel, and Egypt, respectively. The countries with the largest part of their territory where the Milky Way is hidden by light pollution are Singapore and San Marino (100%), Malta (89%), West Bank (61%), Qatar (55%), Belgium and Kuwait (51%), Trinidad and Tobago and the Netherlands (43%), and Israel (42%).
Among the G20 countries, Saudi Arabia and South Korea have the highest percentage of the population exposed to extremely bright skies, whereas Germany is the least polluted using this same measure. The territories of Italy and South Korea are the most polluted among the G20 countries, whereas Australia is the least polluted. As a reminder, the results presented here are computed for 1 a.m. observations to match satellite overpasses, implying that the situation in the early evening is even worse. Figure 11 shows the population statistics for the G20 countries. Figure  12 shows the area statistics for the G20 countries. Figures 13 and 14 show the population statistics for the 20 least polluted countries and the 20 most polluted countries. The complete results of the analysis are reported in Table 2 .
DISCUSSION
The atlas has been computed using several constant assumptions, including the transparency of the atmosphere, the upward emission function of cities, the spectrum of artificial lights, and the hour of the night of the observation. The more the actual conditions differ from these assumptions, the greater the deviation in artificial light will be compared to the atlas prediction. In particular, observation sites near oil-well flares (for example, in North Dakota, North Sea, Sahara, and elsewhere) or volcanoes (for example, Kilauea volcano on Hawaii Big Island) are predicted to be far brighter than our eyes would perceive the sky mainly because of the near-infrared sensitivity of the VIIRS and secondarily because of the different upward emission function. Other sources of differences between prediction and actual measurements may be as follows: snow coverage, different outdoor lighting habits (for example, effective laws against light pollution), the presence of atypical lights (for example, greenhouse lighting, fishing lights, and gas flares), curfew, the presence of temporary lights detected by satellites that are no longer active, and vice versa.
Snow coverage acts by enhancing the upward flux coming from cities, and an almost linear relationship between ground reflectance and artificial sky brightness has been found in models inside and near (30 km) cities (12) . Owing to the fact that snow is usually removed promptly from lit roads, the brightening effect of snow may be lower than expected. As a gauge for the size of this effect, 1.3-to 2.6-fold increases in sky brightness were measured when snow was partially present on roads (13) . Snow coverage also reflects the artificial light coming from the polluted sky, increasing the artificial sky brightness by less than 10% (13) .
The atmospheric conditions are of paramount importance. If the sky is clearer or hazier than assumed, changes in sky brightness may be expected. A small increase in aerosols usually results in greater pollution near and inside cities, with the potential for darkening at sites far from light sources (very high levels of aerosols can have other effects). The relative positions of light sources and observation sites may result in a nonlinear behavior [for example, in Cinzano et al. (14)]. When the sky is overcast, a several-fold increase in skyglow is to be expected near cities [for example, 10 times more in Berlin (15)]. The ecological consequences of artificial night lighting are therefore larger than one might suppose simply by looking at the levels experienced during clear nights.
Comparisons with the first atlas should take into account the differences in the hour of the night of the satellite overpass and calibration data, the different upward functions used, the sea level-versus-altitude computations, the different snow coverage in some northern regions, the different assumed natural luminance levels, and the different levels of color code.
In Fig. 5B , we show an illustrative forecast map of Europe for the possible effect on scotopic perception of the sky for a transition from high-pressure sodium (HPS) lighting to white light-emitting diode (LED) lighting. Assuming that the photopic flux and upward emission function remain equal, a 4000K white LED light is about 2.5 times more polluting for the scotopic band of the spectrum than is HPS lighting (16) (17) (18) . Higher correlated color temperature (CCT) sources are more polluting, whereas lower CCT sources are less. This implies that unless blue-light emission is restricted, a transition toward this technology can be expected to more than double the night sky brightness as perceived by our dark-adapted eyes. The map in Fig. 5B shows a 2.5-fold increase over the map in Fig. 5A . Other problems also arise when using high-CCT sources and white LEDs, such as longer time to recover dark adaption (19) and effects on many physiologic functions (20) . This increase in the scotopic band and in the blue part of the spectrum will not be detected by VIIRS DNB because of its lack of sensitivity at wavelengths shorter than 500 nm. Because of this, the blue-light emission peak of white LEDs is not detected, and equal radiance values measured by the satellite do not correspond to equal brightness impressions for HPS and LED sources. This means that the "blue blindness" of the VIIRS DNB will falsely suggest a reduction in light pollution in many cities in the near future, whereas the brightness of the sky as seen by human eyes will in fact increase.
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here demonstrate that light pollution is a global issue. Most of the world is affected by this problem, and humanity has Table 1 indicates the meaning of each color level.
enveloped our planet in a luminous fog that prevents most of Earth's population from having the opportunity to observe our galaxy. This has a consequent potential impact on culture that is of unprecedented magnitude. Moreover, light pollution causes global ecological consequences (21), poses public health issues (22) (23) (24) , and wastes energy and money (25) . Light pollution needs to be addressed immediately because, even though it can be instantly mitigated (by turning off lights), its consequences cannot (for example, loss of biodiversity and culture). Fortunately, techniques to substantially reduce light pollution are already known (16) , and some of them have already been implemented at a relatively large scale (for example, Lombardia and most other Italian regions, Slovenia, two regions in Chile, and part of Canary Islands).
The main prescriptions to lower light pollution are as follows: full shielding of lights (that is, do not allow luminaires to directly send any light at and above the horizon or outside the area to be lit), using the minimum light for the task, shutting off light or lowering its levels substantially when the area is not in use, decreasing the total installed flux (as is happening to most other pollutants), and strongly limiting the "blue" light that interferes with circadian rhythms and scotopic vision.
Technology may help to further reduce the impact of light pollution with the implementation of adaptive lighting (for example, street lighting that is governed by real-time sensors of traffic and meteorological conditions, substantially reducing the light during most of Fig. 8 . Map of artificial sky brightness for Australia, Indonesia, and New Zealand, in twofold increasing steps, as a ratio to the natural sky brightness. Table 1 indicates the meaning of each color level.
the night, in periods of low or no traffic). Looking further toward the future, public street lighting would not be necessary for driverless cars.
Light pollution is also a consequence of the belief that artificial light increases safety on roads and prevents crimes, but this belief is not based on scientific evidence (26, 27) . In a time of limited resources, countries should carefully invest money in effective ways to solve problems. For this reason, randomized controlled trials should be used to study the effects-positive, negative, or null-of implementing lighting as a means to reduce crimes and road accidents. For example, it could be the case that drivers respond to increased visibility by driving faster, increasing the risk of accidents. In addition, street lighting is commonly mounted on poles, and poles are dangerous 24 hours a day. The net influence of street lighting, de facto, is still unknown.
It is possible to imagine two scenarios for the future. Perhaps the current generation will be the final generation to experience such a light-polluted world, as light pollution is successfully controlled. Alternatively, perhaps the world will continue to brighten, with nearly the entire population never experiencing a view of the stars, as in Isaac Asimov's Nightfall novel and short story.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sky brightness modeling using measured upward radiance from artificial sources as input is a proven method for describing light pollution at individual sites (28) (29) (30) , over a region (31, 32) , or even over the entire Earth (5) . Remote sensing of upward radiance, along with sky brightness modeling, is used as a substitute for sky luminance observations, which are available only at selected locations.
Satellite data
The atlas takes advantage of the newly available, low-light imaging data from the VIIRS DNB sensor on the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) satellite. The DNB achieves nightly global coverage with a swath width of approximately 3000 km, with each pixel having a spatial resolution of 742 m. These data have almost 7 times better native linear resolution and 256 times better dynamic range compared to the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Operational Linescan System (DMSP-OLS) data (33) . The DNB has on-board calibration and is reported in radiance units (W cm
). The DNB is sensitive to light in the range 0.5 to 0.9 mm, so its sensitivity spans out into the near-infrared region, beyond the range of the human eye, whereas it leaves out the blue and violet parts of the visible spectrum. The preflight relative spectral response curve is shown in Fig. 15 . Although an instrument with sensitivity more closely matched to the human eye is preferred, all currently available global low-light imaging data (DNB-OLS) are sensitive to near-infrared light and blind in the blue part of the visible spectrum. This will prevent a good control of the evolution of light pollution in this important spectral band, where the white LEDs now being installed have strong emissions.
To generate the atlas, a complete view of Earth at night is required. Because nighttime lights are dynamic in nature, can be obscured by clouds, and contain types of lighting not desired for use in the atlas (for example, fires, lightning, and aurora), a composite product is needed. The Earth Observation Group (EOG) at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Centers for Environmental Information has been developing methods to create global maps of nighttime lights from the swath-level DNB data. These composite products are generated as monthly 15-arcsec grids, with each grid cell representing an average DNB radiance value. Only cloud-free nighttime DNB data on nights without moonlight present are included in this average. In addition, DNB data affected by stray light and other sensor-specific artifacts are filtered out before averaging (34) . At the time of the creation of the atlas, the EOG had completed processing of 6 months of DNB data from 2014: May, June, September, October, November, and December. These data were combined into one composite product, with each grid cell representing an average radiance value for all observations in the 6-month period. Because the EOG was still developing algorithms to remove fires and other ephemeral lights from the DNB composites, the 2013 stable lights product from the DMSP-OLS sensor was used to mask out nonpersistent light sources. The use of November and December 2014 data means that radiance is somewhat increased in towns that had considerable snow cover at that time (for example, Edmonton and Calgary in Canada, but not Vancouver or Toronto, nor most northern cities in the United States). The zenith sky brightness at each site was obtained by integrating the contribution of the light arriving from sources up to a distance of 195 km, corresponding to a radius of 210 pixels at the equator. Maps were computed by taking into account the elevation above sea level of the sites, as given by GTOPO30 digital elevation data (38) . Earth curvature screening-but not the screening effects of mountainswas considered. These effects are generally small, except for particular cases (36) . Computing an atlas including the effects of mountain screening was not possible with the power of the computers at our disposal (36 Intel i5 PCs). The computation of the atlas required an equivalent of 200 days of time on an Intel i5 PC.
Mapping technique
Although zenith brightness gives direct information for only one point in the sky (usually the darkest), it can be used to infer other physical quantities, such as horizontal illuminance (39) . We are working on modeling hemispheric predictions for large territories to calculate other quantities (for example, horizontal illuminance, average and maximum vertical illuminance and luminance, and scalar illuminance). Sky brightness data A collection of night sky brightness observations taken using handheld and vehicle-mounted SQMs was assembled using data provided by both professional researchers and citizen scientists. The data were filtered to remove instances of twilight or moonlight, as well as observations where observers reported problematic conditions (for example, snow or mist). After this process, 20,865 observations remained, with the largest individual contributions from areas near Catalonia (7400), Madrid [see (40) ] (5355), and Berlin (2371). Globe at Night [see (41) ] provided a total of 4114 observations, including locations from every continent, with about 20% coming from outside North America or Europe. To reduce the influence of locations with large numbers of observations (for example, 10 or more observations on a single night), we binned the data according to a 30-arcsec grid and assigned an "effective weight" of ðn e ffiffiffiffiffiffi N T p Þ À1 , where N T is the total number of nights on which observations were made and n e is the number of observations taken on the same night.
Multiple observations taken on a single night are not independent. Although they do provide some information about the change in sky radiance over the night, they provide much less information than would an equivalent number of independent observations at widely separated locations. The maximum contribution to the data set from a location with many observations on a single night is therefore set equivalent to a single independent observation. On the other hand, a location where observations are reported on many different nights is likely to include data taken under different atmospheric conditions, days of the week, times, and seasons. These data provide a better description of the typical skyglow at the location than does a single observation, but still not as much information as would an equivalent number of observations from truly independent locations. The uncertainty on the standard deviation (SD) of the mean skyglow radiance should decrease with the square of the number of independent observations, so the weight of the combined observations was increased by a proportional amount. As an example, a single location with five observations taken on four nights contributes the same equivalent weight to the data set as two observations made at two widely separated locations. This weighting procedure led to a total of 10,441 "effective observations."
Observations were adjusted to estimate the artificial sky brightness component by subtracting the natural component computed with a model of V-band natural sky brightness (42) . The model was customized to the location, date, and time of each observation, and predicted the combined brightness from the Milky Way, zodiacal light, and natural airglow, as measured by an SQM-L instrument aimed at the zenith. The brightness of natural airglow for a given date was predicted on the basis of its relation with solar activity, following the work of Krisciunas et al. (43) . Calibration Maps were produced under three different assumptions for the angular distributions of light intensity emitted upward from cities: one with Lambertian emission (map A), one with the highest emission at angles near the horizon (map B), and one with a peak intensity at intermediate angles above the horizon (map C) (see Fig. 1 ) (44) . The predicted zenith total sky luminance (cd/m 2 ) for each observation location is given by B = SN + (W a A + W b B + W c C)(1 + dh), where N is the natural sky brightness estimated by Duriscoe's model; S is a scaling factor that accounts for the difference in SQM radiance compared to luminance; W a , W b , and W c are fit weights for the maps; A, B, and C are the input map predictions for zenith sky luminance; d is a factor that characterizes the change in artificial light as the night goes on; and h is the time in hours after midnight (negative for times before midnight SQM values) for the complete data set, with a Gaussian fit. Negative values mean that the observer reported a sky brighter than the atlas predicted, whereas positive values mean that the observer reported a sky darker than predicted. The tail of brighter-than-predicted observations is usually either contaminated by nearby light sources or taken in different conditions than assumed (for example, unreported clouds, haze, or fog). The histogram shows the total number of observations, not weighted observations, so some locations contribute to multiple entries.
observations from the prediction were drawn from a normal distribution (with a standard deviation of s) and a 20% chance that the observation was an outlier. The six fit parameters were S, W a , W b , W c , d, and s. The weighting factors W a , W b , and W c were allowed to assume negative values, provided that the light intensity of the resulting upward emission function was positive at all angles.
The best-fit parameters for the global data set were S = 1.15, W a = 1.9 × 10 , d = −4.5% per hour, and s = 0.15 mag SQM /arcsec 2 . The angular distribution for upwarddirected light with these parameters is shown in red in Fig. 1 . Fits were also performed individually for subsets of the data to examine the variation in different regions. In all cases, the map with the largest weight was the map corresponding to Lambertian emission. In most individual cases, the map with peak emission at intermediate angles fit to a negative value. The difference could be related to local orthography (shadowing), which was not taken into account by the radiative transfer model, and to different atmospheric conditions than assumed in the model. This will be examined in more detail in a forthcoming paper.
The comparison between sky brightness and atlas predictions is shown for the complete data set in Fig. 16 . The left panel shows a twodimensional histogram, which was defined with 0.1 mag SQM /arcsec 2 bins corresponding to the observed and predicted sky radiances, and filled with the number of weighted observations observed in each bin. The colors are arranged on a logarithmic scale by the number of weighted observations, with blue representing fewer than 1 weighted observation and with red representing between 5 and 35 weighted observations. The outliers were nearly always cases in which the observed sky brightness was markedly larger than predicted by the atlas. Examination of a selection of these locations revealed that they were generally due to observations performed too close to a light source, such as a street lamp. Their effect on the fit was small, both because they represented a small fraction of the total data set and because the likelihood function included an outlier term to account for them. The weight of outlier points was nearly always below 1 because Fig. 17 . Contour plots comparing the weighted number of SQM observations to the predictions of the atlas. The color scale is logarithmic and scaled relative to the peak value. Observations by citizen scientists tend to be slightly brighter than those made by professionals, with larger tails at very bright values, likely from observations taken too near lamps or under nonideal atmospheric conditions. GaN, Globe at Night; LotN, Loss of the Night app; RASC, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada; IDSP, International Dark Sky Places. they tended to be clustered inside a city, with other observations included in the same position bin. The histogram on the right-hand panel of Fig. 16 shows the residuals for the entire data set (that is, total number of observations, not weighted observations).
The global fit does a reasonable job of fitting all individual data sets (Figs. 17, 18 , and 19 and Table 3 ). The color scale in Fig. 17 is logarithmic but scaled to match the size of each individual data set. The data in Figs. 17 and 18 are arranged in the order of the size of the data set. The Catalonia data were taken in driving surveys by professional scientists in Spain. Globe at Night, Unihedron, and Loss of the Night data were taken by citizen scientists worldwide. Haenel/Frank data were taken in Europe and North America, and in particular, include a large number of observations in International Dark Sky Parks and Reserves. Madrid (40) and Berlin data were taken in driving surveys in the respective cities and surroundings by professional scientists. Espey/Owens data were taken by professional and citizen scientists in Ireland. Royal Astronomical Society of Canada data were taken in Canada by volunteers of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. Giubbilini data were taken in Italy by a professional scientist. International Dark Sky Places data were taken at a small number of locations in two International Dark Sky Places.
The citizen scientist data include more outliers compared with the data taken by professional scientists. However, these data provide a great value because they include observations in far more diverse settings, including locations outside Europe and the United States, and also in particularly brightly lit areas. The citizen science data also have a broader residual distribution. This is likely partly due to observations being made under a greater range of atmospheric conditions. The Berlin data, for example, have a very narrow distribution, and their mean is darker than the prediction. This is likely because these data were taken on only three nights with exceptional atmospheric clarity.
Consistency checks of the SQM-based calibration were also made using CCD data taken by Falchi (13) and the U.S. National Park Service (46) , showing a difference between SQM-calibrated atlas predictions of about 1/10th of a magnitude (Fig. 19, top, and Table 3 ). The method Fig. 18 . Histograms showing the residuals (observed minus predicted SQM values) for the whole data set and for each of the different data providers. Negative values mean that the observer reported a sky brighter than the atlas predicted, whereas positive values mean that the observer reported a sky darker than predicted. The histograms show the total number of observations, not weighted observations, so some locations contribute to multiple entries. Superimposed are the best-fitting Gaussians.
was also checked by computing maps of the western United States with a higher transparency to better match the transparency conditions of that region, with an aerosol clarity of K = 0.5 corresponding to a vertical extinction at sea level of Dm = 0.23 mag, a horizontal visibility of Dx = 48 km, and an optical depth of t = 0.21. At 1000-m altitude, the vertical extinction at sea level becomes Dm = 0.17 mag, whereas at 2000-m altitude, Dm = 0.13 mag. The fits with the observed data are shown in Fig.  19 (bottom), but these maps are not presented here. Finally, the fit was compared to a data set of clear sky averages from permanently installed SQM stations (45) . In this last case, the SD is considerably larger than that for the other data sets and is likely due to a less stringent selection of transparent skies.
Statistics of nighttime brightness
We calculated the percentage of people living under different levels of sky brightness in different countries and the percentage of these countries' areas exposed to different levels of sky brightness using the following sky brightness intervals: 
